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“Oseen–Poiseuille” equations are developed from an asymptotic formulation of the
three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations in order to study the influence of weak inertia on flows
between rough surfaces. The impact of the first correction on macroscopic flow due to inertia has
been determined by solving these equations numerically. From the numerical convergence of the
asymptotic expansion to the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes flows, it is shown that, at the
macroscopic scale, the quadratic correction to the Reynolds equation in the weak-inertial regime
vanishes generalizing a similar result in porous media. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1923347g

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of weak-inertial effects between two rough
surfaces is of interest in several contexts. It has been, for
example, investigated in microfluidic applications where the
Reynolds numbers are generally small while the flow is lami-
nar and sometimes inefficient for mixing purpose. In those
cases, weak-inertial effects as those studied by Sobey1 and
Jones, Thomas, and Aref2 could lead to important conse-
quences on stirring. Approximating inertial effects with
asymptotic analysis is interesting for it avoids solving heavy
three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations in complicated
geometries. For example, in cylindrical geometries, the
Dean3,4 approximation for curved pipes has been used to
study inertially driven chaotic advection.2 Recent experimen-
tal results5 have shown that proper surface patterning could
generate vortex which are transverse to the longitudinal
mean flow that could be used to produce chaotic stirring.6

These experiments have been successfully analyzed in the
context of Stokes flows, in the limit of small patterning
amplitude.7 Small amplitude perturbation has also been dis-
cussed to investigate inertial effects in two-dimensional cor-
rugated surfaces.8,9 In this paper we discuss another interest-
ing limit associated with smooth boundary variations, or
similarly, three-dimensional channels having large aspect ra-
tio. The procedure is similar to the long-wavelength expan-
sion used in the study of falling films in two10–14 or three
dimensions.15,16 Contrary to the problem of fluid flows con-
fined between rigid surfaces, that of falling films is a free-
boundary problem which generally involves different nondi-
mensional numbers such as the Bond number, capillary
number, and Reynolds number. Depending on the capillary
number, the influence of inertia could be obtained either in a
closed form by ignoring surface-tension effects, or within an

implicit perturbation expansion for a finite capillary
number.13 Numerical calculations have nevertheless shown
that for any capillary number in two dimensions the gener-
alization of lubrication theory, including first inertial pertur-
bations, extends by more than one order of magnitude the
range of applicability of standard lubrication theory.13 This
observation has led to the present study to assess the validity
range of inertial effects described through a generalization of
lubrication theory in the context of confined flow between
complicated corrugated surfaces. In this context Sawyers,
Sen, and Chang17 proposed such a long-wavelength expan-
sion for the Navier–Stokes equations associated with a three-
dimensional anisotropicsone longitudinal direction varia-
tions are supposed much larger than the transverse oned
sinusoidal walls. Siddique and Khayat18 have also studied
numerically geometrically forced inertial effects in three-
dimensional cavities presenting two-dimensional spatial
variations.

In this paper we derive the first inertial correction to
lubrication theory for flow in between three-dimensional
general surfaces, having similar variations in the horizontal
plane. We discuss this approximation for various boundary
conditions over a wide range of Reynolds number.

Another related issue discussed in the porous media lit-
erature is the macroscopic impact of the Navier inertial term
on the usual macroscopic relation between the mean pressure
and the mean flux. Using homogenization theory, Mei and
Auriault19 derived general relationships between pressure
and velocity at macroscopic scale for an isotropic homoge-
neous porous media. They obtained a cubic correction for the
macroscopic pressure gradient as a function of the macro-
scopic imposed flux. Further experimental measurements and
numerical simulations have shown that the range of validity
of this cubic regime is quite narrow and confined to small
Reynolds numbers.20 For larger Reynolds numbers, one re-
covers the Darcy–Forcheimer quadratic correction to the
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macroscopic pressure gradient. More recently, Skejtne,
Hansen, and Gudmundsson21 have performed numerical
simulations of high velocity flows in fractures made of self-
affine two-dimensional walls using full Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. Of interest for this work is the cubic correction ob-
served numerically by the authors in the weak-inertial
regime. To our knowledge, no theoretical analysis of inertial
effects has been developed for flows through fractures. Un-
derstanding these effects cannot be achieved in the light of
results available for flows in heterogeneous porous media.
Because the lubrication approximation leads to a local Darcy
relation, flows through fractures can be regarded as two-
dimensional flows across a specific porous media. However,
this analogy cannot be extended to include inertial effects
generalizing the results of Mei and Auriault19 to flows in
fractures. The analysis of macroscopic inertial effects on
fracture flows first requires a generalization of lubrication
theory including inertia.

Hence, Sec. II A presents the asymptotic expansion of
the lubrication theory leading to the two-dimensional Oseen–
Poiseuille equations. Those equations are solved analytically
in the limit of small amplitude in Sec. II B. Section III is
concerned with the numerical solution and the validity of the
asymptotic Oseen–Poiseuille equations, as previously inves-
tigated by Sawyers, Sen, and Chang17 for anisotropic three-
dimensional surfaces. The Oseen–Poiseuille equations are
solved numerically with a method described in Sec. III A and
validated in Sec. III B. Section III B 2 discusses the physics
of inertial effect in a simple example for which the aperture
perturbation displays a simple sinusoidal shape. The two-
dimensional numerical solutions are then compared with the
numerical solutions of the full three-dimensional Navier–
Stokes equations in Sec. III B 3. In Sec. IV the macroscopic
effect of the first inertial corrections on the Oseen–Poiseuille
equations is investigated using two complementary macro-
scopization techniques. It is demonstrated that quadratic cor-
rections in the weak-inertial regime vanish in favor of non-
zero cubic inertial corrections. Those cubic corrections are
recovered by means of three-dimensional computations of
the Navier–Stokes equations.

II. OSEEN–POISEUILLE WEAK-INERTIAL EQUATIONS

A. Governing equation and inertial correction

In this section, the equations for first-order inertial cor-
rection to the lubrication approximation are established. The
fracture is described by the volume inbetween two rough
surfacesZ1sX,Yd andZ2sX,Yd wheresX,Y,Zd are the Carte-
sian coordinates. We defineL as the horizontal extension in
the X andY directions andHsX,Yd=Z2−Z1.0 as the aper-
ture. We focus on a flow through a thin and smooth fracture
where the local slope of each surfacese is smalle!1. More-
over, the mean aperturekHl=e0

Le0
LHsX,YddXdY/L2 is small

compared to the typical horizontal extensionL of the frac-
ture. We study situations in which viscosity and inertial ef-
fects are of the same order of magnitude and the boundary
layer fills all of the gap between the two rough surfaces. The
condition for the boundary layer to be fully developed on the
typical length kHl /e gives a condition related to the Rey-

nolds numbernkHl / kUleù kHl2 or equivalently, Reeø1,
where Re=kUlkHl /n is the Reynolds number based on the
characteristic velocitykUl and the kinematic viscosityn.
This condition is also used by Tuck and Kousoubov22 for
investigating the influence of entry effects due to inertial on
boundary conditions. We will consider that the boundary lay-
ers associated with the upper and lower surfaces are fully
developed from upstream conditions so that no restriction on
the upper Reynolds number values will be explicitly consid-
ered in the following as far as boundary layers are con-
cerned. We will nevertheless consider “moderate” inertial ef-
fects, the precise meaning of which will later be discussed.
On the contrary, besideOse2d Stokes corrections to lubrica-
tion theory are not considered in the following; it turns out
that lubricated inertial effects of the order Ree should self-
consistently be larger. Hence the range of the Reynolds num-
ber concerned by the following analysis isc/e.Re@e,
wherec is a constant whose value will be discussed in the
light of the numerical results of Sec. III B 3. Finally, we wish
to illustrate the relevance of moderate inertial effects on a
simple example. Let us evaluate the Reynolds number asso-
ciated with water flowing through a channel whose vertical
gap is one-tenth of millimeter with a velocity of 1 cm/s.
Given the kinematic viscosity of watersn=10−6 m2/sd, one
easily finds that Re=1 in that case. Hence, moderate veloci-
ties associated with submillimeter dimensions and usual flu-
ids could lead to moderate inertial effects which we have
studied here. Similar conclusions have been reached in the
context of falling films.11,13

The fields are then nondimensionalized usingkHl /e and
kHl for distances in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively, the averaged horizontal velocitykUl for the ve-
locity, and the usual viscous lubrication pressuremkUl /ekHl
for the pressure, wherem is the fluid dynamic viscosity. Us-
ing this scaling, and keeping the same notation for dimen-
sionless variables, the incompressibility condition for the ve-
locity field reads

=̃ ·U = 0 with =̃ ; S]X,]Y,
1

e
]ZD , s1d

leading to the following self-consistentnondimensionalve-
locity scaling, U=su,y ,ewd. The dimensionless Navier–
Stokes equations are

Ree su]Xu + y]Yu + w]Zud = − ]Xp + ]Z
2u,

Ree su]Xy + y]Yy + w]Zyd = − ]Yp + ]Z
2y, s2d

Ree3 su]Xw + y]Yw + w]Zwd = − ]Zp + e2]Z
2w.

We next expand the pressure and velocity fields in powers
of e,

sp,U,qd = sp0,U0,q0d + Reesp1,U1,q1d + Ose2,Re2 e2d,

s3d

where the subscripts refer to the order of the correction and
whereq is the horizontal flux obtained after integration of
the velocity across the local apertureq=eZ1

Z2su,yddz. The
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leading order gives the classical lubrication boundary layer
equations:

0 = − = p0 + ]Z
2u0,

s4d
0 = −]Zp0,

where=;s]X,]Yd andu0;su0,y0d are the two-dimensional
leading-order velocity fields. These equations are easily
solved using no-slip boundary conditionsu0=0 alongZ=Z1

andZ=Z2. One recovers the usual Reynolds equations with a
Poiseuille profile of the in-plane velocity fieldu0=s1/2dsZ
−Z1dsZ−Z2d=p0. Integrating this profile in the vertical direc-
tion gives the Darcy–Reynolds relation between the fluxq0

and the pressure field,q0=−s2Z−
3 /3d=p0=−sH3/12d=p0,

whereZ−=sZ2−Z1d /2=H /2. The fluxq0 is divergence free
and the pressurep0;p0sX,Yd satisfies

= · sH3 = p0d = 0. s5d

One can obtain the vertical velocity componentw0, from the
divergence-free conditions1d. Sincew0 is a third-order poly-
nomial in Z, it cannot fulfill the no-slip boundary conditions
along the surfacesZ=Z1 andZ=Z2. This apparent inconsis-
tency disappears when one realizes that lubrication approxi-
mation should be written on the relative curvilinear mean
reference surface defined byZ+sx,yd=fZ1sx,yd+Z2sx,ydg /2.
Let us define bysx,y,zd the curvilinear coordinate system in
which sx,yd are the orthogonal curvilinear coordinates lying
on the surfaceZ=Z+ andz is parallel to the vertical coordi-
nate withz=Z−Z+sx,yd. Therefore,sx,y,zd defines a nonor-
thogonal curvilinear coordinate system in which thesx,yd
part of the metric tensor is diagonal. In this coordinate sys-
tem, Euclidean differential operators must be translated into
covariant derivative operators. But a striking simplification
can be obtained because the deviations of these covariant
differential operators from their Euclidean form are small
when the mean reference surface deviations from a plane are
small. More precisely, if the typical slopes of these variations
are Osed, the covariant derivativessDx,Dyd differ from the
Euclidean versions]X,]Yd by Ose2d.23 Hence, regarding the
order of the expansions3d, the covariant derivatives in the
curvilinear coordinatessx,y,zd will be self-consistently iden-
tified hereafter with their corresponding CartesiansX,Y,Zd
formulation. One can easily recover the expression for the
leading-order velocity field in the curvilinear coordinates
sx,y,zd. Integration of Eq.s4d with the no-slip boundary con-
ditions u0sx,y,z= ±Z−d=0 leads to the parabolic velocity
profile u0=1/2=p0sz2−Z−

2d and Eq.s1d gives

]zw0 = − = ·u0, s6d

where =;s]x,]yd=s]X,]Yd+Ose2d. Integratings6d with the
symmetric boundary conditionsw0sx,y,z= ±Z−d=0 and sim-
plifying this result usings5d lead to

w0 = −
Dp0

6
zsz2 − Z−

2d, s7d

which displays the correct antisymmetric vertical profile in
the relative coordinatessx,y,zd. The next Oseen term ac-

counting for inertial effects is obtained after substitution of
expansions3d in s2d, leading to

u0 · = u0 + w0]zu0 = − = p1 + ]z
2u1,

s8d
0 = ]zp1.

This correction to the leading-order lubrication flow still dis-
plays a boundary layer structure, with a pressure correction
p1 being uniform in the vertical direction. The correctionu1

can be obtained analytically from Eq.s8d using the no-slip
boundary conditionsu1sx,y,z= ±Z−d=0 and reads

u1 = sz2 − Z−
2dH=p1

2
+ sz4 − 4z2Z−

2 + 11Z−
4dF=s=p0d2

240

+
=p0s=p0 · = Z−d

60Z−
GJ . s9d

From the in-plane inertial corrections9d, one can obtain the
related flux after integration in the vertical direction. This
leads to the same inertial pressure/flux dependence as the
lubrication leading order, plus some nontrivial inertial terms
depending on the leading-order pressure fieldp0 and the ap-
erture fieldH=2Z−,

q1 = −
H3

12
= p1 −

1

2240
f=s=p0d2H7

+ 4 = p0s=p0 · = HdH6g. s10d

Relations10d is called the Oseen–Poiseuille equation, for it
gives the first in-plane inertial correction to the lubrication
Darcy–Poiseuille flux. The relationship between inertial ef-
fects and the Reynolds pressure fieldp0 as well as between
inertial effects and the aperture fieldH is far from being
simple even in two dimensions. The flow incompressibility
imposes that this in-plane inertial correctionq1 is divergence
free, so that the pressure correctionp1 satisfies

= · sH3 = p1d = −
3

560
= · f=s=p0d2H7

+ 4 = p0s=p0 · = HdH6g. s11d

As expected from the perturbation expansion, the pressure
correction satisfies the same heterogeneous two-dimensional
Poisson problem asp0 fEq. s5dg but with a nontrivial right-
hand side depending on the leading-order pressurep0. Sec-
tion III describes the numerical method used for solving this
problem.

To complete this section, we need to calculate the first
correctionw1 to the vertical velocity field. The procedure is
similar to that used foru1. The calculation is cumbersome
but a useful factorization can be obtained from Eq.s11d. The
final result reads

w1 = − zsz2 − Z−
2dH− = p1 · = Z−

2Z−
+ P13F= ^ = p0: =

^ = p0 −
=s=p0 · = Z−d · = p0

Z−
G

− P14s=p0 · = Z−d2 − P15 = s=p0d2 · = Z−J , s12d
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where “̂ ” and “:” represent the tensorial product and the
double contraction, respectively. The analytical polynomial
dependence in the vertical directionz is given by

P13szd =
1

840
sz2 − Z−

2dsz2 − 5Z−
2d,

P14szd =
1

840Z−
2 s5z4 − 2z2Z−

2 + 109Z−
4d, s13d

P15szd =
Z−

120
sz2 + 3Z−

2d.

The vertical velocity component obtained in Eq.s12d fulfills
the expected antisymmetric vertical profile in thesx,y,zd co-
ordinates. Using Eqs.s9d ands12d, we have checked that the
perturbed flowU1=su1,y1,ew1d is divergence free.

B. Weak disorder asymptotic expansion

The purpose of this section is to obtain an approximate
analytical expression for the inertial pressure correction in
the limit where the amplitude of the aperture variations is
weak. This analysis will be helpful to validate the numerical
procedure described in Sec. III and used to solve the inertial
pressure and velocity correctionsfEqs.s11d ands12dg. It will
also be used to investigate the macroscopic effects of inertia
in Sec. IV. Such a solution is obtained for aperture distribu-
tions of the formZ−=kHls1+sdzd /2 in the limit where the
relative aperture variationss are smallss!1d and wheredz

is a normal-centeredsi.e., kdzl=0, kdz
2l=1d periodic function

in thex andy directions. The relevance of this approximation
has been suggested by previous experimental
measurements24 for fractures.

The successive pressure corrections are expanded with
the small parameters so that

p0 = p0
s0d + sp0

s1d + s2p0
s2d + ¯ ,

s14d
p1 = p1

s0d + sp1
s1d + s2p1

s2d + ¯ ,

wherep0
snd andp1

snd denote thenth-order corrections ins to p0

and p1, respectively. Introducing this expansion in Eqs.s5d
and s11d leads to

Dp0
s0d = 0, s15d

Dp1
s0d = 0, s16d

Dp0
s1d = − 3= dz · = p0

s0d, s17d

Dp1
s1d = − 3= dz · = p1

s0d −
3

280
kHl4 =

· hf=p0
s0d · = g = p0

s1d + 2 = p0
s0df=p0

s0d · = dzgj,

s18d

Dp0
s2d = − 3= dz · = p0

s1d + 3dz = dz · = p0
s0d. s19d

Solving analytically Eqs.s15d–s19d turns out to be extremely
difficult in the general case and this is why we will restrict

our study. We next consider situations where a macroscopic
pressure gradient is imposed across the channel. Further-
more, we assume that the representative elementary volume
sREVd associated with the typical correlation length of the
aperture variationsdz is small compared to the problem scale
L and in the followingdzsr d is a Gaussian random field. This
hypothesis has also been confirmed by experimental
observations.25 According to the ergodic hypothesis, the
probability average is also identified with the spatial average
k l in an infinite domain. The aperture field is considered as
being stationary, so that the correlation function of the aper-
turekdzsr +r 8ddzsr 8dl=rsr d only depends on the relative two-
point vectorr . All the corrections top0

s0d are periodic, and
therefore are more easily handled in their spectral form.
Hereafter p̃0

snd and p̃1
snd stand for the result of the Fourier

transform ofp0
snd andp1

snd, respectively. Boundary conditions
must be specified for the harmonic problems15d. When the
velocity field is periodic in the twox and y directions, the
resulting pressure includes a macroscopic pressure gradient
=P equal to the leading-order pressure gradient,=p0

s0d

=k=p0
s0dl=k=p0l= = P. Hence, the periodic solution of the

harmonic problems16d p1
s0d fulfills a zero averaged pressure

gradientk=p1
s0dl=0 and allows to setp1

s0d=0. Inserting these
expressions intos17d and s18d and rewriting Eqs.s15d and
s16d in the Fourier space lead to

− k2p̃0
s1d = − 3ik · = Pd̃z, s20d

− k2p̃1
s1d = −

3

280
kHl4hik · f=P · ik ^ ik p̃0

s1dg

+ 2ik · f=Ps=P · ik d̃zdgj, s21d

wherek is the wave vector andd̃z is the Fourier transform of
dz. Using Eq.s20d, p̃1

s1d can be expressed from Eq.s21d and
gives

p̃1
s1d =

3

280
kHl4d̃z

k ^ k

k2 : = P ^ = P. s22d

This last equation gives an analytical spectral representation
of the first correction to the pressure field in a weak disorder
approximation. It is used in Sec. III to check the numerical
code and to compute the impact of the first inertial correction
at the macroscopic scale.

III. NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS

A. Solving two-dimensional Oseen–Poiseuille
equations

In this section we describe a numerical method for solv-
ing the asymptotic two-dimensional problems obtained in
Sec. II. A spectral element method26 is used to discretize the
equations and to evaluate the pressure, velocity, stream func-
tion, and their successive inertial corrections previously de-
scribed. The fields are approximated withNx3Ny order
polynomials in thex and y directions, respectively, and the
interpolant of each field is numerically represented with its
sNx+1d3 sNy+1d values at the Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre
nodes.27 One advantage of this choice lies in the high-order
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Gauss–Lobatto quadrature that can be used for the evaluation
of the integrals arising from the variational formulation of
the problem. As for Eqs.s5d and s11d, the corresponding
linear problem issin generald a nonhomogeneous Laplacian
which has the form discussed by Azaïez, Bergeon, and
Plouraboué28 for flows in heterogeneous porous media. Here,
it is solved with a conjugate gradient method preconditioned
by the Laplacian. This last operator is inverted with a direct
solver by means of a tensor product method.29

The comparison of the size of the REV and that of the
numerical domain defines two problems with different
boundary conditions. If the two domains are of the same
order, Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are used to
take into account realistic boundary conditions and this case
falls in the numerical treatment that we described in the last
paragraph. On the other hand, if the REV is small compared
to the numerical domain, the corrections to the imposed pres-
sure gradient are periodic and are expanded in Fourier series
instead of polynomials. In this case, we impose a uniform
mean pressure gradient along thex direction. We then solve
a periodic problem in bothx andy directions for the pressure
deviation to this uniformly increasing imposed pressure.
Hence in this casep0 is only periodic along they direction.
However, it should be noted that even if the apertureH
=2Z− and the corrections top0 andu0 are periodic, the cor-
responding stream functionsC0 and its inertial correctionC
are not necessarily periodic. Since these fields are solutions
of a Laplacian equation with Neumann boundary conditions,
the problem must be rewritten on a Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre
grid prior to being solved.

B. Numerical tests

1. Validation with analytic two-dimensional solutions

To check the accuracy of the two-dimensional code, an
analytic solution is compared with its numerical approxima-
tion. Substituting=P by ex in Eq. s22d gives

p̃1
s1d =

3

280
kHl4scosud2d̃z, s23d

whereu is the azimuthal angle in the Fourier space defined
by cosu=ex·k / iki. Transforming back to the physical space,
one obtains the solution expressed in cylindrical coordinates
sr ,fd,

p1
s1d =

3

280
F−

1

2p

coss2fd
r2 +

ds0d
2
G p dzsr,f,f0d, s24d

where f is the azimuthal angle,f0 is the angle between
vectorsk0 andex, cosf0=k0·ex/ ik0i, and “p” is the convo-
lution product. This relation shows thatp1

s1d varies linearly
with the aperture spatial variations, a direct consequence of a
first-order perturbative expansion. In the case of a simple
sinusoidal aperture perturbation,dzsr ,f ,f0d=cossk0·r d, one
gets

p1
s1dsr,fd =

3

280
scosf0d2 cossk0 · r d. s25d

To compare the numerical solution with the analytical ex-
pression, we choosedz=cossx+yd leading to p1

s1d=3 cossx
+yd /560. Figure 1 displays the relative error betweenp1

s1d

and its numerical approximation and shows that it ap-
proaches zero ass→0. Therefore, this result validates nu-
merical procedure used for approximating Eq.s18d. More-
over, we know that the correction to the first order isOss2d,
with a corresponding relative error ofOssd. This result is
consistent with the linear behavior effectively observed in
Fig. 1 whens!1.

2. Discussion about the resulting inertial perturbation

In this subsection we shall discuss the structure of the
inertial corrections to the zero Reynolds number lubrication
streamlines. As Sec. II, we consider a simple perturbation
dz=cossx+yd+cossx−yd of the apertureH, but the amplitude
s of this perturbation will not necessarily be small in this
subsection. Figure 2sbd displays the lubrication streamlines
C0 associated with the divergence-free fluxq0 computed
from inverting its relation with the fluxq0,

DC0 = ¹ 3 q0, s26d

whereC0=s0,0,C0d. The inversion of the Laplacian opera-
tor is carried out with a direct method using periodic bound-
ary conditions iny directions and Neumann boundary con-
ditions along x direction. From the superposition of the
stream function and the aperture fieldHsx,yd in the gray
level on Fig. 2sad, it can be observed, as expected, that the
flux is maximal in regions where the aperture is the largest.
The symmetry invariances of the chosen aperture corrugation
are those of the groupD4, the symmetry group of the square.
This group has eight elements and is generated bySx sor Syd
and Pxy sor Pyxd which are reflections with respect tox=p
sor y=pd and x−y=p sor x+y=pd, respectively. The sym-
metries of the noninertial pressurep0 which satisfies Eq.s5d

FIG. 1. Relative errorE=‖p−p0
0−ssp0

1+e Rep1
1d‖ between the numerical

pressurep and its asymptotic estimates established ins20d and s23d.
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not only depend on the symmetries ofHsx,yd si.e., those of
dzd but also on boundary conditions. Because the boundary
conditions of the pressurep0 are different alongx=0,2p,
and y=0,2p, the relevant symmetry is given by the group
D2 generated bySx andSy. As can be seen on Fig. 2sbd, the
noninertial flowscontinuous linesd is D2 invariant. Now, in-
cluding some inertia in the flow breaks some of these sym-
metry invariances. As observed on the same figure, the total
stream functionC=C0+e ReC1 represented with the dotted
line is not Sx symmetric any more. The broken symmetries
result from the physical effects that streamlines keep a
memory of the flow meandering with a delayed response
typical of inertia. The effect of inertia can better be identified
by examining the inertial correction to the stream function
C1, while varying the amplitude of the perturbations. The
inertial correctionC1 is computed from its relation toq1

similar to s26d with periodic boundary conditions. As ob-
served on Fig. 3sad, whens is very small, the stream func-
tion displays a quadrupolar structure. From the orthogonality
between the stream function and the pressure, this property is
expected from the quadrupolar structure of the pressure field
obtained froms25d hi.e., p1=3sfcossx+yd+cossx−ydg /560,
in the limit of s!1 whendz=cossx+yd+cossx−ydj. In this
casep1 and C1 are Sx and Sy antisymmetric, as can be ob-
served on Fig. 3. When increasing the parameters the
stream functionC1 still display a quadrupolar symmetry, but
a more complex shape with secondary maximumfFigs.
3sbd–3sddg results from an increased perturbations. These
effects illustrate on a simple example the physics of inertial
effects, as well as the rich behavior of the flow field structure
on a very simple perturbation.

3. Comparison with full three-dimensional
Navier–Stokes computations

The numerical simulation of the three-dimensionals3Dd
Navier–Stokes equations employs a projection method based
on a spectral spatial discretization already described in Sec.
III A. After the nonlinear terms have been computed explic-
itly via second-order extrapolation, a Poisson problem is for-
mulated for the pressure using the boundary conditions pro-

posed by Karniadakis, Israeli, and Orszag.30 This Poisson
problem, as well as the Helmholtz problems which incorpo-
rate the viscous terms and constitute the final implicit step of
the scheme, is solved using a variational formulation.31 Most
of the computational time is spent in the inversion of the
pressure and velocity problems. The corresponding algebraic
systems are solved in the hexahedral element of reference

V̂=f−1,1g3 in which all function evaluations are carried out.

These evaluations require the mapping fromV̂ to the fracture

and its Jacobian which are both analytically known. InV̂ the
discrete Laplacian takes the form of a tensor product sum of
one-dimensional stiffness and mass matrix associated with
the three spatial directions. If the aperture is constant, this
sum has three terms and can be easily rewritten so that each
term in the sum involves only one spatial direction. This
way, the algebraic linear system can be inverted with a direct
method based on a diagonalization procedure.29 Such a trans-
formation is not possible in the present case where the frac-
ture is a nontrivially deformed hexahedral element. We there-
fore use a conjugate gradient method preconditioned by a
homogenized version of the Laplacian as described in Ref.
28. This preconditioning turns out to be very efficient com-
pared with the the Laplacian when the aspect ratio of the
initial problem is large or the variations of the aperture are
small. We have used the code to compute the steady states
increasing the Reynolds numbersdefined in Sec. II Ad from 0
to 200 with a step of 5.

For Reynolds in f0,200g, the Oseen–Poiseuille
asymptotic and full three-dimensional Navier–Stokes flows
are compared in Fig. 4 for a simple one-mode geometry
Z−sx,yd=eh1+sfcossx+yd+cossx−ydgj with s=0.15, e

FIG. 2. sad The dash-dotted lines refer to the streamlines associated with the
mean fluxC=C0+e ReC1 while the local distanceZ− between the two
surfaces is represented in gray scale from black for the minimum to white
for the maximum whereZ−=eh1+sfcossx+yd+cossx−ydgj, with s=0.30
and e=2p /5. sbd Comparison between noninertial streamlineC0 scontinu-
ous linesd and streamlinesC=C0+e ReC1 associated with inertial effects
sdash-dotted linesd.

FIG. 3. Inertial correctionC1 to the stream functionsdotted linesd and
inertial correction to the pressurep1 sdashed linesd for Z=eh1+sfcossx
+yd+cossx−ydgj, with e=2p /5 for four different values ofs: sad s
=0.0005,sbd s=0.15,scd s=0.30, andsdd s=0.45.
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=2p /10, and periodic boundary conditions in thex and y
directions. The figure displays the variations of the difference
between the two velocity fields with the Reynolds number.
The results indicate that the part neglected when approximat-
ing the Navier–Stokes flows to the first order varies quadrati-
cally with the Reynolds number. This behavior was expected
and also proves that the asymptotic approximation correctly
captures the first inertial correction: if the approximation had
not been consistent, the figure would have displayed a linear
dependence with the Reynolds number. Examination of Fig.
4 also shows that the error arising from second-order
Ose2 Re2d inertial contributions remains smaller than those
existing at Re=0. As a matter of fact at Re=0 there is an
error of 1.8%. This is consistent with an expected error com-
ing from Stokes corrections of ordere2 when the aspect ratio
of the chosen surfacese is 0.1, so thate2 gives 1% errors. It
is also interesting to compare linear inertial corrections to
quadratic ones from direct numerical simulations. For ex-
ample, at Re=50 we found that linear inertial corrections
representsi.e., their quadratic norm contributiond 1% of the
total flow field, whereas quadratic corrections represent only
0.1%. The differences in the velocity fields between the
Stokes flow and its lubrication approximation are illustrated
in Figs. 6–8sad and 8sbd for different boundary conditions in
they direction: no-slip, stress-frees]u/]x=]w/]z=v=0d and
periodic velocity boundary conditions, respectively. It is
completed with Figs. 6–8scd and 8sdd where the inertial ef-
fects for the Navier–Stokes and Oseen–Poiseuille asymptotic
flows are compared for Re=50. For periodic boundary con-
ditions, the figures show that the velocity fields are very
similar. As observed from Fig. 4, the differences between
Stokes and lubrication flows are larger than those between
the inertial corrections. In the case of nonperiodic boundary
conditions, the inertial effects increase the spatial extension

of the lateral boundary layers proportionally to Re1/2. Figure
6 shows that for Re=50 this extension is twice the mean
aperture. Therefore, even if the proposed asymptotic is inter-
esting for describing the inertial flows far from lateral bound-
aries, it should be kept in mind that boundary layer effects
are also significantly increased by inertia.

In Fig. 9, the relative contribution of the inertial correc-
tions to the lubrication approximation is presented as a func-
tion of the Reynolds number and for the geometry used in
the periodic casesthe configuration used for Fig. 4d. At Re
=100, the relative contribution is 20% for the velocity field
and becomes 40% at Re=200. This indicates that the first
inertial contribution introduces a significant difference in the
lubrication approximation. The asymptotic modeling of iner-
tial effect thus provides an interesting approximation for
flows confined in between two rough surfaces where inertial
contribution to the velocity field is still small for Reynolds
number as large as 100.

IV. MACROSCOPIC INERTIAL EFFECTS

Equations10d describes the first-order nonlinear relation
between the fluxq and the pressure gradient=p on the mi-
croscopic length scale. In this section, we address the impact
of this first inertial correction on the macroscopic fluxkql
;Q due to an imposed pressure gradientk=pl; = P. We
focus on situations where the macroscopic pressure gradient

FIG. 6. fsad andsbdg Comparison of the full 3D Navier–Stokes flow and the
asymptotic approximation at Re=0.fscd andsddg Same assad andsbd but for
the inertial correction at Re=50. The bold lines refer to Navier–Stokes so-
lutions and the thin lines to first- or zeroth-order asymptotic approximation.
sad–sdd depict the isovalues ofu stopd andv sbottomd on two planesfsad and
scdg x=p /4 ssurfaceS1d andfsbd andsddg x=21p /32 ssurfaceS2d. The two
surfacesS1 andS2 are presented in Fig. 5 along with the fracture defined by
zsx,yd=ef1+s cossx+ydg with s=0.15 ande=2p /10 and 0øx,yø2p.
Stress free-boundary conditions are used for the velocity along the vertical
lateral side walls for the asymptotic computation and no slip for the Navier–
Stokes. Resolution is 32341321.

FIG. 4. Continuous line: Evolution with the Reynolds number of the relative
error «= zuuNSsRed−uAssReduz / zuuNSsReduz, where uNS and uAs refer to the
velocity field obtained with the Navier–Stokes equations and the first-order
asymptotic approximation, respectively. The dashed line refers to the ap-
proximation by means of a linear regression on the values obtained for Re
P f0,100g. The aperture isZ−sx,yd=eh1+sfcossx+yd+cossx−ydgj with
s=0.15 ande=2p /10. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in thex
and y directions and no slip along the rough surfaces. Resolution is
64332321.

FIG. 5. View of the fracture geometry and surfacesS1 and S2 used for
Figs. 6–8.
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is imposed. The macroscopic fluxQ is decomposed into a
Reynolds contributionQ0 and a first inertial correctionQ1

with Q=Q0+ReeQ1.
In a general case, solving Eq.s11d is far from simple.

Here, two complementary techniques are presented: pertur-
bative spectral methods and volume averaging technique.
The perturbative spectral method permits to obtain analyti-
cally the inertial macroscopic flux for any generalsperiodicd
permeability field provided that it weakly fluctuates around
its mean value. The volume averaging technique allows to
evaluate the macroscopic flux given a specified permeability
field after solving a closure problem written on a REV.

A. Weak disorder perturbative spectral
method

In Sec. II B, we obtained the first-order term for the
pressure perturbation. To complete our calculation and ex-
pressQ1, we need to evaluate all successive corrections ins
to p̃1. Following the expansion carried out in Sec. II B, it is
easy to see that the expression forq1

s2d requires the evaluation

of p0
s2d fwhile the evaluation ofp1

s2d is not necessary since

k=p1
s2dl=0g. Again this is achieved in the Fourier space. The

solution of s19d can be obtained from Eq.s20d and leads to

p̃0
s2d =

9i

k2 E sk − k8d ·S3
k8 ^ k8

k82 + 1Dd̃zsk8dd̃zsk − k8ddk8

· = P, s27d

where “·” is the contraction, the upper tilde is the Fourier
transform of previously defined fields, and 1 represents the
identity tensor. We now wish to compute the macroscopic
inertial flux kq1l=kH=p1l. Using relationss22d ands27d and
collecting equal powers ofs, the averaging leads to the fol-
lowing expressions:

kq1
s0dl = 0, s28d

kq1
s1dl = 0, s29d

kq1
s2dl =

3ikHl3

280
E k ^ k ^ k

k2 r̃skddk: = P ^ = P, s30d

where r̃skd= ud̃zskdu2 is the power spectrum of the aperture
fluctuations which is equal to the Fourier transform of the
correlation function. Since the aperture field is stationary,
rsr d=rs−r d, and thereforer̃skd= r̃s−kd. The term in the in-
tegral of Eq. s30d is an odd function ofk and therefore
kq1

s2dl=0. Hence, up to the second order of a weak disordered
expansion, the inertial pressure field does not produce any
contribution to the macroscopic fluxQ. Since by symmetry
the third-order contributions also vanish,Q1=0 up to the
fourth-orders contributions. To further investigate this re-
sult, we next turn to the volume averaging technique.

B. Volume averaging technique

We shall consider the aperture as being a deterministic
periodic field among the REV. The pressure field is then
decomposed into a macroscopic pressureP and deviationp8,
p=P+p8. Consequently, we assume that the correctionp8 to

FIG. 7. fsad andsbdg Comparison of the full 3D Navier–Stokes flow and the
asymptotic approximation at Re=0.fscd andsddg Same assad andsbd but for
the inertial correction at Re=50. The bold lines refer to Navier–Stokes so-
lutions and thin lines to first- or zeroth-order asymptotic approximation.
sad–sdd depict the isovalues ofu stopd andv sbottomd on two planesfsad and
scdg x=p /4 ssurfaceS1d andfsbd andsddg x=21p /32 ssurfaceS2d. The two
surfacesS1 andS2 are presented in Fig. 5 along with the fracture defined by
zsx,yd=ef1+s cossx+ydg with s=0.15 ande=2p /10 and 0øx,yø2p.
Stress free-boundary conditions are used for the velocity along the vertical
lateral side walls for the asymptotic computation and for the Navier–Stokes.
Resolution is 32341321.

FIG. 8. fsad andsbdg Comparison of the full 3D Navier–Stokes flow and the
asymptotic approximation at Re=0.fscd andsddg Same assad andsbd but for
the inertial correction at Re=50. The bold lines refer to Navier–Stokes so-
lutions and the thin lines to first- or zeroth-order asymptotic approximation.
sad–sdd depict the isovalues ofu stopd andv sbottomd on two planesfsad and
scdg x=p /4 ssurfaceS1d andfsbd andsddg x=21p /32 ssurfaceS2d. The two
surfacesS1 andS2 are presented in Fig. 5 along with the fracture defined by
zsx,yd=ef1+s cossx+ydg with s=0.15 ande=2p /10 and 0øx,yø2p. Pe-
riodic boundary conditions are used for the velocity along the vertical lateral
side walls for the asymptotic computation and for the Navier–Stokes. Reso-
lution is 64364341.

FIG. 9. Evolution with the Reynolds number of the first inertial relative
correction zuu1uz / zuu0uz, whereusRed=u0+e Reu1. The aperture isZ−sx,yd
=eh1+sfcossx+yd+cossx−ydgj with s=0.15 and e=2p /10. Periodic
boundary conditions are imposed in thex andy directions and no slip along
the rough surfaces. Resolution is 64332321.
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the macroscopic pressure fieldP is periodic in thex and y
directions. At the REV scale, the macroscopic pressure gra-
dient is supposed to be constant. Following Quintard and
Whitaker32 the deviation is decomposed along the constant
macroscopic pressure gradient=P. Including inertial effects,
the deviationp8 can then be written as

p8 = b0 · = P + Reeb1: = P ^ = P, s31d

whereb0 is a two-component closure vector field andb1 is a
232 closure tensor field which must be evaluated numeri-
cally. The inertial contribution to the macroscopic fluxQ1 is
then directly related to the second closure tensorb1 after
averaging the local flux/pressure gradient relation. We obtain

Q1 = −
1

12
kH3 = b1l: = P ^ = P, s32d

where=b1 is a third-order tensor. Using the pressure decom-
positions31d in relations5d one gets the first noninertial clo-
sure problem,

= · fH3s=b0 + 1dg = 0, s33d

where =b0 is a second-order tensor. The closure problem
s33d has been already obtained by Quintard and Whitaker32

in the context of heterogeneous porous media and is dis-
cussed by Prat, Plouraboué, and Letalleur23 for flows be-
tween rough surfaces. Equations33d has to be solved with
periodic boundary conditions for the vector fieldb0 and ap-
erture fieldH. Moreover, since the solution is defined up to a
constant vector, the conditionkb0l=0 is prescribedsarising
from the decompositionkp=P+p8l=Pd. The second inertial
closure problem for the second closure tensorb1 is obtained
after inserting decompositions31d in Eq. s11d. The right-
hand side of Eq.s11d can be simplified after observing that

=s=p0d2 = f2 = ^ = b0 + = s=b0d2g: = P ^ = P, s34d

whereb0
2=b0·b0 is the norm of vectorb0 and

=p0s=p0 · = Hd = fs1 + = b0d ^ s1 + = b0d · = Hg: = P

^ = P. s35d

The equation for the inertial 232 deviation matrixb1 can
therefore be written independently from the imposed macro-
scopic pressure gradient,

= · sH3 = b1d = −
3

560
= · hH7f2 = ^ = b0 + = s=b0d2g

+ 4H6s1 + = b0d ^ s1 + = b0d · = Hj.

s36d

This complicated 232 closure problem for the second-order
tensorb1 must be solved numerically for a given permeabil-
ity field and using periodic boundary conditions and the
same average constraintkb1l=0 as for the previous closure
problem. The solution of this problem has been obtained
numerically for a two parameter aperture family,Z−sx,yd
=1+s1 cossx+yd+s2 cossx−yd. This aperture family gener-
ates the base functions for every one-periodic aperture field
on the REV. Using the spectral numerical method of Sec. III,
we found that for any parametersss1,s2dP f0,1f2, the third-

order tensorkZ−
3=b1l vanishes. We therefore conclude that

the quadratic inertial corrections have zero net flux,Q1=0.
It is then expected that weak-inertial effects produce a

cubic macroscopic dependence, as already obtained in the
case of porous media.19 The general form for such a cubic
correction can be formally written in its dimensionless ver-
sion as

Q =
K

12
· = P + sReed2B ] = P ^ = P ^ = P, s37d

whereK is a nondimensional second-order permeability ten-
sor andB is a fifth-order macroscopic inertial tensor. Esti-
mating the detailed dependence ofB on microscopic geom-
etry is far beyond the scope of this paper and would require
much larger computational efforts. This law is usually ex-
pressed in the porous media literature in the case of imposed
flux boundary condition, for which it can very easily be
transposed,

=P = 12K −1 ·Q + sReed2B8 ] Q ^ Q ^ Q. s38d

This last expression has been numerically evaluated in the
case of two-dimensional fracture flows21 for which it be-
comes a scalar relation. The range of validity of this regime
was found numerically to be rather narrow, confined to Rey-
nolds numbers smaller than unity. These numerical results
have nevertheless been obtained for a fracture having large
slopes. They should be considered in the light of the accom-
panying analysis. As a matter of fact it has been shown that
inertial effects are revealed through the product of the mean
slope and the reduced lubricated Reynolds number for frac-
tures with small slopes—relevant for real fractures.24 The
validity range of cubic inertial effects should thus be much
larger for flows through geometries having a small slope.
Figure 10 shows the computed flux from the full three-
dimensional Navier–Stokes solution in the geometry ana-
lyzed in Figs. 6–8. These variations with Re confirm the

FIG. 10. Continuous line: Evolution of the total flux of the full Navier–
Stokes inertial correctionusRed−usRe=0d with the Reynolds number. The
dashed line refers to the approximation by a linear regression of the values
obtained for ReP f0,100g. The aperture isZ−sx,yd=eh1+sfcossx+yd
+cossx−ydgj with s=0.15 ande=2p /10. Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed in thex and y directions and no slip along the rough surfaces.
Resolution is 64332321.
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quadratic dependence to the cubic correction proposed in
s37d. The validity range of the observed cubic regime is, as
expected, quite large since a deviation of 10% is observed at
Reynolds number as large as 200.

V. CONCLUSION

The first inertial correction for a Newtonian fluid flowing
between two slowly varying rough surfaces has been ana-
lyzed. Two-dimensional Oseen–Poiseuille equations have
been obtained relating the inertial correction to the mean flux
with the inertial pressure gradient correction and the leading-
order lubrication pressure. The velocity field associated with
the inertial correction has also been analytically computed as
a closed expression of the pressure leading order and inertial
correction. As for the Reynolds equations, those inertial cor-
rections necessitate some numerical computation to be
solved in complicated geometries. A numerical method has
been proposed and validated in the limit of weak disordered
aperture fields. The validity range of the proposed
asymptotic Oseen–Poiseuille equations has been assessed
through direct three-dimensional numerical simulations of
Navier–Stokes equations. It has been shown that for 10/e
.Re@e, Oseen–Poiseuille approximation gives less than
1% precision on the flow field when the aspect ratioe is
smaller than 0.1. The macroscopic influence of weak-inertial
effects has also been examined. The inertial corrections to
the macroscopic flux when imposing a macroscopic pressure
difference have been analyzed. It has been found with two
complementary averaging techniques that quadratic weak-
inertial effects have no macroscopic influence. Those analy-
ses have been complemented with direct three-dimensional
numerical simulation for which a cubic regime has been ob-
served over a wide range of Reynolds numbers.
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